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I hoped this symposium would itself begin, substantial scholarly work 

together on �better globalization,� building on the strengths of both 
1 In Smith�s apt summary, our symposium was 

A small start at talking with
comm

says that I and other economists �take what is contingent as if it were 

it differs across culture and time, and how it might be evaluated (ethically 
2 We make no apology for taking �what 

respect the �contingent,� their reference points in scholarly discourse are 

In some ways, what is at stake here is a matter of imagination: I 

think the theologian tends to have a more supple, elastic imagination 

about how things could

sometimes unfettered imaginings need to be disciplined by social 

That is a helpful way of imagining how economists and theologians 

Smith�s discussion of �optimal end points,� to use economists� 

assessments of how close existing (contingent) economic systems come 

far higher, far richer set of ideals against which to measure our systems, 
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ideals that are sometimes immaterial and unmeasurable, ideals captured 

in Biblical descriptions of shalom, ideals associated with eschatology, 

more promising for fertile joint striving toward his own stated aspiration 

degrees 

are reading from the same script�

we are not in �[deep] continued disagreement��when he observes that 

economists and theologians can constructively dialog only once they 

share a common sense of what constitutes the �common good� in regard 

�accepted� that conception as adequate, and I explicitly appealed to ethicists 

and theologians to help us economists conceive it better in economic 

because whatever else
3 It is substantial as well as spiritual, material as 

relevantly is vital whether the current world 

note how little related to globalization it has been, and how much more on 

Endnotes !
 Paul Oslington, an Australian economist and theologian, has spent 

several years actively exploring a more expansive project involving 
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respected disciplinary intersection, a new and mediating scholarly dis !
 The economist Robert Frank, in his intermediate microeconomics text

book, famously describes us as �economic naturalists,� using the word 

in the same way as people describe naturalists in parks and nature " !
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